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Abstract: As a completely new-type of robot, the parallel robot possesses a lot of advantages that the serial robot does not, such as high rigidity, great load-carrying capacity, small error, high precision, small self-weight/load ratio, good dynamic behavior and easy control, hence its range is extended in using domain. The current status of research on the parallel robot is described in this paper, including the introduction and the characteristics of the parallel robot, current status of research, classification of parallel robot, kinematics analysis, dynamics analysis, singular configuration analysis and workspace analysis in parallel robot and so on. Then the actual state and development trends of parallel robot, some problems and challenges in parallel robot industrialization of our nation are expounded. In order to adapt to machine industry development, the prospect of parallel robot is presented in the end. Copyright © 2013 IFSA.
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1. Introduction and Characteristics of Parallel Mechanism

Stewart of German invented six degrees of freedom parallel mechanism in 1965 and it was used to train pilot as flight simulator [1]. Famous mechanism Professor Hunt of Australian put forward that parallel mechanism was used to robot arm in 1978[2]. Subsequently Maccallion and Pham D. J. designed this mechanism as operating device for the first time and Stewart mechanism was successfully used to assemble product line, which indicated the birth of real parallel robot and promoted history of parallel robot development from then on. Typical Stewart parallel robot was described as Fig. 1.

Parallel robot possessed a lot of advantages as following relative to the serial robot:

1) Compared with the serial mechanism, rigidity is high, the structure is steady;
2) The load-carrying capacity is great;
3) The precision is high;
4) Movement inertia is small;
5) When the position is solved, serial mechanism had easy positive solution, difficult inverse solution. But parallel robot has difficult positive solution and easy inverse solutions.

Because the on-line real time calculation of parallel robot is required to calculate inverse solution, which is disadvantageous to serial mechanism, but it’s easy to realize for parallel mechanism. Because of a series of advantages, the application domain of whole robot is expanded.
2. Current Status of Parallel Robot Research

Since Professor Hunt put forward the structure model of parallel robot in 1978, a lot of scholars paid attention to the research of parallel robot. A group of scholars such as Roney, Fischer, Duffy, and Sugimoto in America, Japanese were engaged in research. Some European countries such as Britain, Germany, Russia etc were also engaged in research work. Huang Zhen Professor of Yan Shan University in China has participated in the research of this content in U.S.A. since 1982, and made a breakthrough in 1983. Up until now sample of parallel mechanism is various including level, space different degrees of freedom, different layment and super many degrees of freedom. Approximately it was used to exploit flight simulator in 1960s. Then conception of parallel robot arm was put forward in 1970s. Parallel robot machine tool began to develop in 1980s. Crame was exploited by making use of parallel mechanism in 1990s.

![Fig. 1. The typical Stewart parallel robot.](image)

After this, every big company of Japan, Russia, Italy, Germany and Europe introduced the parallel robot as the application mechanism of Processing tool. Our country pays much attention to research and development of parallel robot and parallel machine tool too. A lot of units such as automatic research institute in Shenyang of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Harbin Institute of technology, Tsing-Hua University, Beijing Institute of Aeronautics, Northeastern University, Zhejiang University, Yanshan University are launching the work of studying in this respect too, and has made certain achievement.

3. Classification of Parallel Robot

No matter the structure and appearance of parallel robot got abundant development since the first parallel robot was born from institute of automation and robot in Dezhou of U.S.A. in 1993. It’s divided into the following several kinds:

1. According to the figure of degree of freedom, parallel robot can make F degree of freedom operation, so it’s called as F-degree of freedom parallel robot. For example: a parallel robot has six-degree of freedom, called 6-DOF parallel robot. Redundant parallel robot, namely its degree of freedom is greater than six. Deficiency rank parallel robot, namely its degree of freedom is less than the order number of parallel mechanism.

2. According to input form of parallel mechanism, parallel robot can be divided into: linear drive input parallel robot and rotation drive input parallel robot. Parallel robot of linear drive input was studied more than the other. Reverse solutions to position of this robot were very much easy and possessed uniqueness. Parallel robot of rotation drive input possessed more compact structure, less inertia, better load-carrying capacity compared with the linear drive input, but its input form decided that inverse solutions to position are many and complicated.

3. According to the length of pillar, parallel robot can be divided into: parallel robots, which use variable pillar to support the upper and lower platforms and parallel robots, which use regular length pillar to support the upper and lower platforms. For example: the first kind of parallel robot of six rods was called Hexapod, its movement platform and foundations were jointed by six pillars of variable length. Both ends of each pillar were jointed by hinge between movement platform and foundation separately. The location appearance of movement platform was changed through regulating the length of pillar. Another kind of fix length parallel robot of six rods was called Hexaglide, its movement platform and foundation were jointed by six pillars of regular length. Each one of pillar’s ends was jointed on the movement platform by hinge. Another end was jointed on foundation through hinge. This hinge can move along slide way fixed on foundation, so the location appearance of movement platform was changed.

4. Kinematics Analysis of Parallel Robot

Main parameters in kinematics: position, displacement, speed, acceleration and time. Kinematics analysis chiefly studies positive solution and inverse solution of parallel mechanism. Given position parameter of upper platform of parallel robot and solution to position parameter of input joints is inverse solution of parallel mechanism kinematics. Solution to position parameter of upper platform of parallel robot is positive solution of parallel robot kinematics when given position parameter of input joints of parallel robot. Reverse solution to position of parallel robot is easy and positive solution is very complicated, which is against to serial robot. There are two kinds of most general research approaches: numerical solution and analytic solution [9].
Numerical solution has simple mathematical model and can solve any parallel mechanism, but can’t get all position solution of mechanism. Scholars use a lot of decease dimension searching methods to get positive solution to position.

Numerical solution is a solution to a set of nonlinear equations. Nonlinear equations are deduced from vector hoop equation by some concrete structural algebra disposal, so get the solution to position and posture of movement platform corresponding to input displacement. Because this method omits convoluted mathematical deduction, the calculating method is simple, but its speed is slow and can’t guarantee that all solutions are got and the final results are related to the selection of initial value. Huang Zhen put forward one-dimension search method that can simplify parallel mechanism that has triangular platform to nonlinear equation that only has one variable in 1985. This method improves the speed of solution obviously [3]. Chen Yong of Xian Jiao Tong University put forward a new iterative method based on homotopy function, which didn’t need to choose initial value and can get all solution [4]. This method can be used for getting positive solution to position of a general 6-sps parallel mechanism and all 40 groups solutions can be easily got.

Analytic method can get input-output equation that is one uncertain multinomial through elimination method eliminating unknown number of constraint equation of mechanism. This method can get all solutions. Error effect of input-output can be shown quantificationally and singular problems can be avoided, has significance in theory and application.

Rao Qing of Beijing University of technology built basic equation of positive solution by using geometry equation theory of mechanism. Then deduced a 20 order number input-output equation of unitary displacement, so the close positive solutions can be got [5].

5. Dynamics Analysis of Parallel Robot

Dynamics studies the relationship between movement and operation force of object. Parallel robot is a complicated dynamics system, and the serious nonlinearity exists. It’s composed of many joints and many connecting rods, has many input and output. There are intricate coupling relationship exists between them. So very systematic method must be adopted so as to analyze the dynamics characteristic of robot. There are a lot of existing analytical methods, such as Lagrange method, Newton-Euler method, Gauss method, Kane method, spin or method (dual data) and Roberson-Wittenburg method, etc. Ficher and Merlet discussed dynamics in the early time, got dynamics equation of Stewart robot after neglecting friction of joints and inertia of connecting rod [6, 7]. Do and Yang accomplished inverse dynamics analysis of Stewart robot by using Newton-Euler method, assumed that there is no friction in joints and each rod is asymmetric thin rod (namely the weight is at the axis and the inertia of rotating which winds the axial can be neglected) [8].

6. Singular Configuration Analysis

Jacobian matrix becomes singular matrix when robot mechanism stays some steady location, its determinant is zero and reverse solution of speed of mechanism is inexistent at this moment. This kind of location of mechanism just calls singular location. One character of parallel robot is high rigidity, however when parallel robot stays on singular displacement, many problems will cause. Because parallel robot can’t bear any load in this position, its operation platform possesses excessive degrees of freedom, and the mechanism will be out of control. Therefore, while designing and using parallel robot, singular location must be excluded from working field.

Another kind of method is singular position equation, which can identify singular position by solution to the equation. Shi and Fenton confirmed singular matrix by using positive transient kinematics equation. Sefrioui and Gosselin deduced analytic expression of singular track aiming at level parallel robot of 3-DOF [10]. Ficher had found the singular position of Stewart platform mechanism: namely The position of revolves round Z axel ± 90° when movement platform parallels foundation [6]. Singular position of mechanism can be got by analyzing Jacobian matrix of mechanism equals zero.

7. Workspace Analysis

Workspace analysis is primary link of designing parallel robot operation device. Workspace of robot is the job area of robot operation device and an important index of weighing the performance of robot. Workspace can be classified as accessible workspace and nimble workspace according to position characteristics of operation device while working. Accessible workspace is an assembly to accessible whole points of some reference point on operation device and it doesn’t consider the location of operation. Nimble workspace is an assembly to accessible points from any direction of some reference point on operation device.

The maximal weakness of parallel robot is small space, which should be a relative conception. Workspace of serial robot is bigger than parallel robot when the size of mechanism is the same. When the workspace is the same, serial robot is smaller than parallel robot.

Analytic solution to workspace of parallel robot is a very complicated problem. It depends on the research achievement of solution to structural location to a great extent. So far there isn’t a perfect method.
Ficher studied workspace of parallel robot having 6 degrees of freedom by fixing three posture parameters and a position parameter of six posture parameters and let other two parameters change [6]. Gosselin identified fixed posture workspace of parallel robot having 6 degrees of freedom using crossing arc method and gave three-dimensional express of workspace. This method regards asking the border of the workspace as purpose and its efficiency is high and can compute the volume of workspace directly [11, 12].

8. Outlooks

Parallel robot has been studied for decade’s years and very great progress has been made, but there are a lot of work that are needed to study further.

(1) Explore solution method of redundancy in Stewart platform robot of strength.
(2) Research on workspace and singular situation of parallel robot.
(3) Dynamics theory and experiment research of parallel robot.
(4) Modular design of parallel robot.
(5) Strengthen the research on few degree of freedom parallel robots.
(6) Kinematics optimization synthesis of Stewart robot based on well-conditioned workspace.
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